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The Cryptocurrency Adult Coloring Book by Bitcoin Ethereum Litecoin (named after his
father) The Crypto Coloring Book is your one-stop, fully decentralized coloring book full
of badass black-n-white huge-sized coloring pages with all kinds of cool images and
logos you can color to show the world you are basically smarter than they are. While
your Blockfolio account is mooning, you'll be quietly coloring away, and when it's lambo
time, and all your greasebag friends and naysaying a-holes who said you were stupid
and just buying nerd money with no real value only meant for criminals and drug
dealers (Jamie Dimon, we're talking to you), you'll be able to rip out a coloring page,
write the words "Go -uck yourself" on the back, and mail it to them. So while you're
HODLing, watching Bitcoin and your alts rip a new a-hole in the fabric of space-time, let
out your stress with some coloring fun! #Bitcoin #Ethereum #Ravencoin #Ripple
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Crypto currency integrated BlockChain under Virtual Scalable Enterprises is a widely
debated and earnestly discussed topic in the technology arena. Executives at the
largest institutions are calling crypto currency fraudulent while high-level institutional
banking professionals are leaving their positions to jump into crypto technology,
regulation and investment opportunities as industries advance towards adoption. The
narratives on these topics are diametrically opposite and polarizing on both side of the
debate. While this debate has many layers from a government regulatory side to social
impact to the practicality of everyday use of crypto currencies in developing markets, it
is safe to assume that crypto currencies or utility tokens are more than a global
phenomenon and are now becoming a working framework for optional modes of
business. This book demystifies what crypto currency is, how it is used, and what it
means to the consumer, investor, and the future of our global currency marketplace. By
providing the historical backdrop to the market, authors Sarah Swammy, Richard
Thompson, and Marvin Loh provide a clear definition of what crypto-currencies actually
are, how they are being used and by whom, and the unique reasons why they have
gone from back street to Main Street almost overnight. The book will also delve into the
government’s role in regulating this commerce medium. Lastly, the authors will look at
the current global monetary policy and discuss if this type of currency phenomena was
a direct result while also examining the potential risk and rewards for investors and the
economy.
This book provides both Bitcoin Basics and a perspective to get black people to think
differently about wealth creatively.
Do you want to know how to increase your capital in one year from 300% up to 1000%?
Are you looking for ways to earn money online with cryptotradting, but you have no idea
what to do in the cryptocurrencies coin market? There is still an opportunity for you to
join this revolution and make a great investment for yourself. I can show you how.
There is no involvement with banks and other financial institutions as you are
completely in control of your funds and investments. With Cryptocurrency Investing for
Dummies, you can start investing in main cryptocurrencies, grow your investment and
prepare yourself for a financially secure future. Here is a Preview of What You'll Learn:
Blockchain Revolutin 10 Reasons Why Bitcoin is Not the Best Main Facts about
Cryptocurrency Investing Best Cryptocurrencies to Invest in How to Trade
Cryptocurrency - Main Steps for Beginners What are Crypto - Bounties Campaigns
What is an ICOs and how does it work Investing in cryptocurrencies is extremely
popular right now, and I am sure you want to be a part of this. There are some risks of
course, but you can reduce some of them by becoming educated. Read on. Just
imagine that what you can find here - the secret insider info and signals which you can
use to start earning 1000% on your investment within the next 12 months. My goal is to
help you, so your will have these amazing opportunities starting right now Tags: buy
bitcoins, bitcoin price, bitcoins, bitcoin, how to earn money in internet, books on
investing for beginners, make money machine, money management day trading, make
money in internet, steps financial freedom, blockchain for dummies, blockchain for
dummies 2017, bitcoin book, bitcoin book paperback, how to invest in cryptocurrency,
bitcoin guidebook, mastering bitcoin, cryptocurrency revolution Please note: Book is
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Get this Composition Notebook for the Cryptocurrency Guru who loves to take notes,
journal or doodle about Money! . This is the perfect book for those who love to record
all about their adventures, whether it is traveling or everyday life! It's great for taking
down notes, collecting ideas, recording adventures, and saving the memory highlights.
Your new Journal includes a matte finish with 120 blank lined white pages in a 6" X 9"
size notebook with a custom interior. This is a great composition notebook to use for
assignments in school where the student has to record their dreams, wishes,
aspirations and goals in life. Take this little notebook along with you on any vacation,
trip or for just journaling about everyday life to record the memorable moments! There
are many great uses for these books: daily reflection note-keeping to-do lists personal
stories address books password keepers daily gratitude creative art doodling school
work documenting and much more! These books make great presents for Christmas,
Birthdays, Holidays, Mother's Day, Father's Day, Valentine's Day, Weddings,
Ceremonies, Events or any other Special Occasion for Loved Ones. The benefits of
writing down your thoughts on paper daily are therapeutic. It includes stress relief, innerhealing, increased goal setting for achievement, enhanced emotional intelligence,
boosts creativity and well-being, and improves your mindfulness. GET ONE OF THESE
NOTEBOOKS TODAY!
You've probably heard about Bitcoin on the news or heard it being discussed by your
friends or colleagues. How come the price keeps changing? Is Bitcoin a good
investment? How does it even have value? Why do people keep talking about it like it's
going to change the world?The Little Bitcoin Book tells the story of what's wrong with
money today, and why Bitcoin was invented to provide an alternative to the current
system. It describes in simple terms what Bitcoin is, how it works, why it's valuable, and
how it affects individual freedom and opportunities of people everywhere - from Nigeria
to the Philippines to Venezuela to the United States. This book also includes a Q & A
section with some of the most frequently asked questions about Bitcoin.If you want to
learn more about this new form of money which continues to gain interest and adoption
around the world, then this book is for you.
"Have you, like the rest of the world, speculated as to the identity of Satoshi Nakamoto,
anonymous creator of Bitcoin? The world's first cryptocurrency, Bitcoin went online in
2009 and has since revolutionized our concepts of currency and money. Not supported
by any government or central bank, completely electronic, Bitcoin is a virtual currency
based on advanced cryptographic systems. Like the currency he created, the identity of
Bitcoin's creator Satoshi Nakamoto is virtual, existing only online. The Nakamoto
persona, which may represent an individual or a group, exists only in the online
publications that introduced and explained Bitcoin during its earliest days. Here,
collected and professionally published for the first time are the essential writings that
detail Bitcoin's creation. Included are: Satoshi Nakamoto Emails and Posts on
Computer Forums Presented in Chronological Order; Bitcoin Fundamentals Presented
in Layman's Terms; Bitcoin's Potential and Profound Economic Implications; The
Seminal Paper Which Started It All. The Book of Satoshi provides a convenient way to
parse through what Bitcoin's creator wrote over the span of the two years that
constituted his "public life" before he disappeared from the Internet ... at least under the
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seminal paper describing Bitcoin, this public life ends at about the time PC World
speculated as to a possible link between Bitcoin and WikiLeaks, the infamous website
that publishes leaked classified materials. Was there a connection? You be the judge.
Nakamoto's true identity may never be known. Therefore the writings reproduced here
are probably all the world will ever hear from him concerning Bitcoin's creation,
workings, and theoretical basis. Want to learn more about Bitcoin? Go directly to the
source - the writings of the creator himself, Satoshi Nakamoto!"--Amazon.com viewed
October 1, 2014.
Bitcoin & Black Powernomics is a book for anyone in the community who wants to know the
basics of Bitcoin and Blockchain technology. It approaches Bitcoin from a Black perspective
and explains how and why BTC has become universally accepted as a money. It pivots to
America's political roots and President Nixon's Deal of 1971 that mostly hurt Black America.
Today that deal is a $250 trillion global debt denominated economic structure that is not
sustainable and repeatedly showing signs of impending failure. Bitcoin & Black Powernomics
makes the case that learning and using Bitcoin technology is Black America's best weapon in
the struggle for freedom, equality and justice. New Bitcoiners will find their consciousness
raised, their sovereignty realized and why and how Bitcoin translates their decisions and
values into the economic sphere.
??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ???? ????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
This innovative investor's guide to an entirely new asset class will open your mind to the
endless possibilities of crypto currency and bitcoin investing. There is a great wealth that will
be made over the next 5 years for those brave enough to understand and invest in this new
and emerging technology! Once only used to buy items on the black market bitcoin investing
and blockhain technology is now a investors dream! Now is the greatest time in history to
capitalize on bitcoin investing with virtual currency being the greatest investment opportunity
since the Internet invention itself. Bitcoin pathed the way for crypto currency introducing the
world to the idea of virtual money and all its possibilities. Now today there are over 800 and
counting crypto currency, including ether, ripple, litecoin, monero, and more. Bitcoin investing
will give you a clear and concise guide providing you with an in-depth look at cryptocurrencies
and how to get started investing in them. We will take a look at all aspects of cryptocurrencies,
including what they are, who some of the big players in the market are, and how to invest in
the market. There is so much to learn and understand about this market, and we will cover it in
this bitcoin guidebook. This guide will gives you all the tools you need: -What is cryptocurrency
-What is the blockchain technology -What you need to know about the big names in the game
including Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ripple, and Ethereum -How to actually do bitcoin investing -How to
pick and value a coin to invest in -The history of crypto currency. Must know to avoid the next
bubble -How to make money day trading crypto currency -How the buy and hold strategy can
make you a lot of money -Why now is the best time invest in these currencies As well as all
this the author will give you reliable smart investment strategies for bitcoing investing as well
as other up and coming currency and smart block chain technology. By understanding the
technology, it history, present and future you can be clear on your investment strategies
making sure you your investments are of sound decisions. If you're ready to catch the Crypto
currency wave and make a fortune in the process, then this is book to read. Pick it up today
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Explore the differences between ICOs, cryptocurrencies, and tokens (offerings), enabling the
reader to understand the ICO landscape, how millions were raised in minutes, and where the
future of the tokenized economy is heading. Take a real-time journey, cutting through the
myths, understanding token choices available to everyone. Key Features Interviews with key
figures in Tokenomics Unbiased evaluation and comparison of the different offerings
Conceptual analysis of the market's reaction League table showing current exposure An
account of the theoretical and current legal foundations of alt coins and tokens A complete
introduction to the phases of an initial coin offering Book Description Tokenomics is the
economy of this new world. This is a no-holds-barred, in-depth exploration of the way in which
we can participate in the blockchain economy. The reader will learn the basics of bitcoin,
blockchains, and tokenomics; what the very first ICO was; and how over a period of 5 years,
various projects managed to raise the enormous sums of money they did. The book then
provides insights from ICO experts and looks at what the future holds. By comparing the past,
current, and future of this technology, the book will inform anyone, whatever motivates their
interest. The crypto shift of blockchains, ICOs, and tokens is much more than just buying
bitcoins, creating tokens, or raising millions in a minute in an ICO. It is a new paradigm shift
from centralized to decentralized, from closed to open, and from opaqueness to transparency.
ICOs and the creation of tokens during the craze of 2017 needed a lot of preparation, an
understanding of cryptocurrencies and of emerging legal frameworks, but this has spurred a
new movement to tokenize the world. The author gives an unbiased, authoritative picture of the
current playing field, exploring the token opportunities and provides a unique insight into the
developing world of this tokenized economy. This book will nourish hungry minds wanting to
grow their knowledge in this fascinating area. What you will learn The background of ICOs and
how they came to be The difference between a coin and a token, a utility and a security, and
all the other acronyms you're likely to ever encounter How these ICOs raised enormous sums
of money Tokenomics: structuring the token with creativity Why it's important to play nicely with
the regulators A sneak peak into the future of ICOs from leaders in the industry Who this book
is for With the media hype about bitcoin, this book appeals to anyone, from those with a
general interest in anything crypto, or those with some knowledge of the nuances between
cryptocurrency, ICOs, IPOs and the Token economy.
Bitcoin has been called many things: the millennial's Beanie Baby, a Ponzi Scheme, Digital
Gold, and a Monetary Revolution. So which is it? Despite its many opinions and such a large
divide in how it is seen, Bitcoin doesn't care. It continues to function unaffected. In this book,
the idea of Bitcoin is compared in its acting as a black hole. It is explored with future
implications in seeing Bitcoin's path of current and a continuation of absorbing all assets
including the stock market, real estate, gold, money, and even behaviors. It is easy to focus
solely on the price without understanding and leveraging knowledge for your benefit in learning
what Bitcoin is and can become. This book offers the 30,000 foot view into the future
implications of a system with Bitcoin at the base, allowing for future price trends with its
absorbing money as well as the exploration of both space and time past and present, and how
these both change through concepts of money working for you, psychological changes, and
the revolution that is taking place behind the scenes that could lend itself to a new Age of
Enlightenment. The basis of the idea explored is how Bitcoin was built and continues to
operate- as the strongest form of money to ever exist. Its rules of how it operates continue to
function as designed despite political divide, wealth inequality, and whatever other chaos there
is in the world. It operates as a global money that you have the chance to be a part of.
From Ben Mezrich, the New York Times bestselling author of The Accidental Billionaires and
Bringing Down the House, comes Bitcoin Billionaires--the fascinating story of brothers Tyler
and Cameron Winklevoss's big bet on crypto-currency and its dazzling pay-off. Ben Mezrich's
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the basis for the Academy Award–winning film The Social Network. Two of the story's iconic
characters are Harvard students Tyler and Cameron Winklevoss: identical twins, Olympic
rowers, and foils to Mark Zuckerberg. Bitcoin Billionaires is the story of the brothers’
redemption and revenge in the wake of their epic legal battle with Facebook. Planning to start
careers as venture capitalists, the brothers quickly discover that no one will take their money
after their fight with Zuckerberg. While nursing their wounds in Ibiza, they accidentally run into
an eccentric character who tells them about a brand-new idea: cryptocurrency. Immersing
themselves in what is then an obscure and sometimes sinister world, they begin to realize
“crypto” is, in their own words, "either the next big thing or total bulls--t." There’s nothing left
to do but make a bet. From the Silk Road to the halls of the Securities and Exchange
Commission, Bitcoin Billionaires will take us on a wild and surprising ride while illuminating a
tantalizing economic future. On November 26, 2017, the Winklevoss brothers became the first
bitcoin billionaires. Here’s the story of how they got there—as only Ben Mezrich could tell it.
Want to learn about Blockchain Technology, Cryptocurrencies and BITCOIN? You have come
to the right place! Bitcoin Guidebook: Everything You Need to Know About Bitcoin: Saving,
Using, Mining, Trading, and Investing This Bitcoin Book Available in 3 Editions: Kindle Edition SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICING $0.99! Regularly priced: $4.99 Paperback (Full Color Edition) $19.99 Regularly priced: $25.99 Paperback (Black and White Edition) - $15.99 Regularly
priced: $19.99 Select the appropriate format you. "On the internet, nobody knows you're a
dog." - Peter Steiner On the blockchain, nobody knows you're a fridge." - Richard Gendal
Brown Bitcoin is not just a new word in the Internet age or technological and financial progress,
it's a start of a new era on the Earth! Even 10 years ago we even couldn't imagine dreaming
about digital money - you can't physically touch them but you can own and spend them. Today
this is a reality! Bitcoin revolution covered the whole world like a huge wave, more and more
people interested in this "Digital Gold". Feeling interested? Let's Look Inside the Book...
Chapter 1- What is Bitcoin? History of Bitcoin The Growth of Bitcoins Value Chapter 2 - How
Does Bitcoin Work Chapter 3 - Banks (Regular Currencies) vs. Bitcoin Chapter 4 - Why Users
(Buyers and Sellers), Miners, Investors, and Traders Should Be Interested in Bitcoin Chapter 5
- How to Retain Bitcoins Chapter 6 - How to Use Bitcoin Buying Bitcoins Sending Bitcoins
Receiving Bitcoins Bitcoin ATM's Chapter 7 - How to Make Money with Bitcoin 7.1 Mining 7.2
Investing in Bitcoins 7.3 Trading Chapter 8 - Bitcoin for Business and E-Commerce Chapter 9 Tips, Warnings/Risks Chapter 10 - Governments and Bitcoin Chapter 11 - The Cryptocurrency
Ecosystem Chapter 12 - FAQ's Chapter 13 - Bitcoins Funny Stories Chapter 14 - Conclusion
Purchasing this book, you get wealth for your family! Satisfaction is 100% GUARANTEED! Just
Click on "Buy now with 1-Click (r)" And Start Your Journey Today Today for Only $19.99
$15.99. Scroll Up and Start Enjoying This Amazing Deal Instantly Tags: bitcoin mining, crypto
currency, ethereum mining, Ethereum, buy bitcoin, ethereum miner, bitcoin book, ethereum
coin, ethereum book, bitcoin guidebook, bitcoin 2017, buy bitcoins, how to buy bitcoin, bitcoin
mining case, mining bitcoin, bitcoin gold, ethereum investing, understanding bitcoin, bitcoin
ebook, crypto currency trading, asics bitcoin miner, crypto terrestrials, ethereum currency,
bitcoin trezor, how to bitcoin, bitcoin investing, bitcoin befuddled, bitcoin blockchain, blockchain
bitcoin, bitcoin textbook, crypto success, bitcoin miner book, ethereum mining book, bitcoin
mining book, bitcoin, crypto currencies, crypto investing, bitcoin for dummies, ethereum kindle,
bitcoin products, crypto squad, bitcoin mining 2017, bitcoin trading, bitcoin basics, bitcoin buy,
bitcoin brilliance, crypto trading, bitcoin technology, bitcoin 2016, banking on bitcoin, bitcoin
exchange, bitcoin and cryptocurrency technologies, getting bitcoin, bitcoin beginner
Do you finally want to set up your cryptocurrency mining business and don't know how to start
and what do you need for that? This book has all answers! Are you looking for ways to earn
money online from home just using mining rig and pools? Cryptocurrencies are changing the
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while keeping their information private and coins transfers fees low. This book explains to you
about cryptocurrency mining from its very basics. Initially, you will learn about all the different
terminologies associated with the mining process. This guidebook is going to take some time
to look at mining and how you can get started with it. We will explore a variety of topics about
mining including: * What is coin mining * The risks and benefits of coin mining * What you need
to help you get started * The top currencies to mine * Common problems a miner will face *
How to join a mining group When you are ready to start your small home-business and earn
some digital coins every day, then mining is the best option for you. Take some time to read
this guidebook to learn everything you need to know to get started with cryptocurrency mining.
Tags: buy bitcoins, bitcoin price, bitcoins, bitcoin, how to earn money in internet, books on
investing for beginners, make money machine, money management day trading, make money
in internet, steps financial freedom, blockchain for dummies, blockchain for dummies 2018,
bitcoin book, bitcoin book paperback, how to invest in cryptocurrency, bitcoin guidebook,
mastering bitcoin, cryptocurrency revolution Please note: Book is available in 2 Paperback
formats- Black and White and Full color. Choose the best for you.

The 21st century is the society of information and new technologies: it wouldn’t
be possible without the enormous software industry that is the foundation for it.
However, software developers don’t exploit all the opportunities to perform a
successful professional career, making the same mistakes over and over again.
A good software project has to do more with the creative and artistic skills than
the technical skills. The Black Book of the Programmer shows what distinguishes
a neophyte programmer from the one that acts and works professionally. In the
era of entrepreneurship and the new economy, the professional development of
software is a fundamental pillar. If as a programmer you want to be not only good
but professional, you can’t stop knowing the gems of wisdom that contains The
Black Book of the Programmer. More information on www.rafablanes.com
Second edition – 2017.
Your portfolio was in the black but a little later you lost everything? Do you
recognize this or the following situations? The share price rises sharply, and you
are afraid that you will miss profits? You enter the market near the peak, the price
turns and you watch as you lose money? Or: the price collapses, your position is
in the red. You sell exactly at the low point, before the price recovers, and
therefore realize big losses? The reasons for such situations are a result of
human ways of thinking and emotions like fear, greed and hope. These human
tendencies lead one to behave incorrectly and therefore you have to accept
painful losses. The bad thing is that these mistakes are made again and again.
Even though you know you have made a mistake, you do not know why. Crypto
Investor Mindset will give you clarity! What you can expect in this book: Dealing
with emotions: This will help you to keep a realistic view of the market in all
situations and avoid bad investments Decades of scientific research results: You
will know how to behave correctly in different situations Rules and methods: This
will allow you to react quickly and correctly to the respective market situations
without having to read up on them Statistics and probabilities: You will be able to
use simple tools for good decision making without difficult mathematics Over 30
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unconscious human errors of thought: This helps you to avoid wrong or bad
investment decisions A large proportion of investors lose money in the markets
because they are subject to errors of reasoning, do not think clearly and rely on
current moods, feelings and emotions. This leads to predictable errors and this
leads to losses. With this book you will not make these mistakes anymore! Lose
less money - People are subject to unconscious errors of thought that lead to bad
investment decisions. This book will help you to avoid these errors and thus
increase your returns. Make better decisions in life - The contents of this book
lead to better buying and selling decisions, more positive salary negotiations,
advantages in betting or lotteries and to the defense against manipulation by
experts, media or other people. Avoiding losses - If you act out of fear, greed or
hope, you will often make bad investments that will result in losing your hardearned money. With Crypto Investor Mindset you can avoid these large and
painful losses. Learn to recognize when you are once again being faced with a
costly, wrong decision and act in favor of your return! Get your copy of Crypto
Investor Mindset and click on "Buy now" in the top right corner!
There are few investments in the world today as exciting as bitcoin, the first
currency to exist solely on the internet. Decentralized and open source, bitcoin is
not under anyone's control. All transactions are checked, verified and logged by
bitcoin users, sidestepping the need for bank or government involvement. Bitcoin
has only been around since 2008, when the innovative blockchain technology
that makes cryptocurrency possible was first proposed by the mysterious Satoshi
Nakamoto. Although many aspects of bitcoin are still experimental, the currency
has been wildly successful. Starting out as a hobby currency for internet
enthusiasts, bitcoins have appreciated in value so much that a single bitcoin is
now worth around $2500 U.S. dollars. As exciting as bitcoin is, there are still
reasons to be cautious. Many people are skeptical of bitcoins because they don't
understand the blockchain concept or because it seems counterintuitive that
something without any physical existence can still hold value. Others are
skeptical for more concrete reasons, such as bitcoin's history of price volatility,
the huge sums that have been stolen by hackers and the currency's association
with online criminals and the Darknet. It's a good idea to learn more about bitcoin
before you get too deeply involved. This book will teach you what you need to
know, covering all major aspects of bitcoin. Topics include: The story of bitcoin
and its inventor - a man no one has ever conclusively identified! What bitcoin is
and how it works. A clear and understandable explanation of the blockchain
concept. An explanation of bitcoin mining and the ways in which it is similar to
mining for precious metals such as gold. What bitcoin wallets are and how they
work, including hardware wallets, software wallets, online wallets and cold
storage. The history of money, and why bitcoins are more similar to traditional
currency than they may first appear. A comparison of bitcoins and gold, both of
which tend to appeal to investors for similar reasons. Bitcoin safety and
transaction security - how to avoid getting hacked! The story of Silk Road and the
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bitcoin black market, why some criminals use bitcoins and why that does not
make all bitcoins users criminals. The question of whether bitcoin is truly
anonymous, and how to protect your identity and privacy while using bitcoins.
Vulnerabilities in the blockchain and potential pitfalls of using or investing in
bitcoin. What bitcoin exchanges are, how they work and how to use them. Basics
of bitcoin investing, including investment funds, transactions fees, taxes and
regulations. Price volatility, regulatory uncertainty and other possible bitcoin
investment risks. How to get started as a bitcoin investor, including how to select
a wallet, how to select an exchange and how to protect your investment. This
book is packed with information, and explains complex topics like cryptocurrency
and the blockchain in a way you will be able to easily and completely understand.
It will give you the knowledge you need to explore the fascinating new world of
bitcoins!
THIS BOOK INCLUDES 3 MANUSCRIPTS: -BOOK 1: BASIC DEFINITIONS,
CRYPTO EXCHANGES, TOOLS AND PRACTICAL TRADING TIPS-BOOK 2:
BITCOIN OPTIONS & MARGIN TRADING TIPS USING TRADING BOTS-BOOK
3: TECHNICAL ANALYSIS: HOW TO READ JAPANESE CANDLESTICKS,
CHARTS, VOLUME, TREND AND INDICATORSIF YOU WANT TO TRADE
BITCON AND OTHER CRYPTOCURRENCIES, BUY THIS BOOK NOW AND
GET STARTED TODAY!BOOK 1 COVERS: -Why Bitcoin it's an excellent trading
instrument. -What are best cryptocurrency exchanges to start trading right away.
-What are the best Mobile and Hardware Wallets for trading crypto. -Basic trading
terms such as currency pairs, base and quote, order book, bids and asks, stop
limit option and dollar cost averaging. -How to use BNB as a Trading Tool to
exchange Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies on various platforms. -How you can
earn passive Income on Coinbase and how you can earn interest with Compound
Finance. -Tricks on how to sell & withdraw Crypto from Coinbase Pro paying the
least fees there is. -Several practical guides on how to install and use the
Binance Widget Trading Tool in Brave browser, how to place Market Orders on
Coinbase Pro, Blockchain & Binance and how to buy, sell and trade crypto on
eToro. -How to value DeFi tokens and what are top 5 cryptocurrency picks are for
2021.BOOK 2 COVERS: -Cryptocurrency Market Cycles so you can make better
trading decisions, -Market Manipulation Tactics and how to avoid them,
-Leverage Trading Strategies step by step, -Trading Mistakes you must avoid,
-Margin Trading Tips & Strategies-What are the best Crypto Trading Bot
Platforms-What is Option Moneyness & Put Call Ratio-What are Options Skew &
Market Parameters-What are Options Expiry Dates-How to Trade Bitcoin OptionsHow to build Deribit Position Strategies-How to avoid the Gambler's Fallacy-The
Law of Small Numbers & Trading-Confirmation, Survivorship and Hindsight BiasCorrelation, Recency & Attribution Bias-How to Avoid the Sung Cost Trap-How to
Become a Disciplined TraderBOOK 3 COVERS: -What are the best exchanges
for trading cryptocurrencies and what essential trading tools you must utilise
using trading checklist. -What are the differences between Winners and Losers
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and what kind of trading strategies exist that you can use. -What is Implied
Volatility and how to set up a trade order. -What are the differences between
Fundamental Analysis and Technical Analysis. -How Technical Analysis work
and why it is working. -What is Support and Resistance, what time frame you
should use on the chart and how to read Japanese Candlesticks. -Basic chart
elements, bearish Candlesticks and bullish Candlesticks such as Bullish
engulfing, Hammer, Doji, Morning Doji star, Bearish engulfing, Dark cloud cover,
Shooting star, Inverse hammer, Piercing line, Three white soldiers, Hanging man,
Evening star, Three black crows, Spinning top, Falling three methods and Rising
three methods. -How to read Volume, moving averages, Trends and Indicators.
-What are the 3 best Crypto TAX software BUY THIS BOOK NOW AND GET
STARTED TODAY!
"The perfect notepad for Bitcoin and Cryto addicts. Make notes about your next
crypto investment, keep tabs on Bitcoin chart movements, plan your Blockchain
strategies and jot your thoughts on the latest Altcoin news. Keep everything safe
and sound in your own Bitcoin notepad. This Bitcoin Definition notebook also
makes an awesome Bitcoin gift. This trusty notebook is letter size 8.5 x 11 inch;
21.59 x 27.94cm. It's made from high quality papers and is ideal for any purpose,
including notes, work, recipes, journaling or writing down what to buy for dinner at
the grocery store.Notebook features include: 118 white lined pages 'Bitcoin
Definition' design on the front cover Large letter size 8.5 x 11 inch; 21.59 x 27.94
cm dimensions; the ideal large size for all purposes, fitting perfectly into your
work backpack or school bag. The bold white paper is sturdy enough to be used
with fountain pens. Reliable standards: Book industry perfect binding (the same
standard binding as the books in your local library). Tough glossy paperback.
Crisp white paper. Journals are the perfect gift for any occasion. "
Bitcoin & Black America
The innovative investor’s guide to an entirely new asset class—from two experts
on the cutting edge With the rise of bitcoin and blockchain technology, investors
can capitalize on the greatest investment opportunity since the Internet. Bitcoin
was the first cryptoasset, but today there are over 800 and counting, including
ether, ripple, litecoin, monero, and more. This clear, concise, and accessible
guide from two industry insiders shows you how to navigate this brave new
blockchain world’and how to invest in these emerging assets to secure your
financial future. Cryptoassets gives you all the tools you need: An actionable
framework for investigating and valuing cryptoassets Portfolio management
techniques to maximize returns while managing risk Historical context and tips to
navigate inevitable bubbles and manias Practical guides to exchanges, wallets,
capital market vehicles, and ICOs Predictions on how blockchain technology may
disrupt current portfolios In addition to offering smart investment strategies, this
authoritative resource will help you understand how these assets were created,
how they work, and how they are evolving amid the blockchain revolution. The
authors define a clear and original cryptoasset taxonomy, composed of
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cryptocurrencies, cryptocommodities, and cryptotokens, with insights into how
each subset is blending technology and markets. You’ll find a variety of methods
to invest in these assets, whether through global exchanges trading 24/7 or initial
cryptoasset offerings (ICOs). By sequentially building on the concepts of each
prior chapter, the book will provide you with a full understanding of the
cryptoasset economy and the opportunities that await the innovative investor.
Cryptoassets represent the future of money and markets. This book is your guide
to that future.
When a pseudonymous programmer introduced “a new electronic cash system
that’s fully peer-to-peer, with no trusted third party” to a small online mailing list
in 2008, very few paid attention. Ten years later, and against all odds, this upstart
autonomous decentralized software offers an unstoppable and globallyaccessible hard money alternative to modern central banks. The Bitcoin Standard
analyzes the historical context to the rise of Bitcoin, the economic properties that
have allowed it to grow quickly, and its likely economic, political, and social
implications. While Bitcoin is a new invention of the digital age, the problem it
purports to solve is as old as human society itself: transferring value across time
and space. Ammous takes the reader on an engaging journey through the history
of technologies performing the functions of money, from primitive systems of
trading limestones and seashells, to metals, coins, the gold standard, and
modern government debt. Exploring what gave these technologies their monetary
role, and how most lost it, provides the reader with a good idea of what makes for
sound money, and sets the stage for an economic discussion of its
consequences for individual and societal future-orientation, capital accumulation,
trade, peace, culture, and art. Compellingly, Ammous shows that it is no
coincidence that the loftiest achievements of humanity have come in societies
enjoying the benefits of sound monetary regimes, nor is it coincidental that
monetary collapse has usually accompanied civilizational collapse. With this
background in place, the book moves on to explain the operation of Bitcoin in a
functional and intuitive way. Bitcoin is a decentralized, distributed piece of
software that converts electricity and processing power into indisputably accurate
records, thus allowing its users to utilize the Internet to perform the traditional
functions of money without having to rely on, or trust, any authorities or
infrastructure in the physical world. Bitcoin is thus best understood as the first
successfully implemented form of digital cash and digital hard money. With an
automated and perfectly predictable monetary policy, and the ability to perform
final settlement of large sums across the world in a matter of minutes, Bitcoin’s
real competitive edge might just be as a store of value and network for final
settlement of large payments—a digital form of gold with a built-in settlement
infrastructure. Ammous’ firm grasp of the technological possibilities as well as
the historical realities of monetary evolution provides for a fascinating exploration
of the ramifications of voluntary free market money. As it challenges the most
sacred of government monopolies, Bitcoin shifts the pendulum of sovereignty
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away from governments in favor of individuals, offering us the tantalizing
possibility of a world where money is fully extricated from politics and
unrestrained by borders. The final chapter of the book explores some of the most
common questions surrounding Bitcoin: Is Bitcoin mining a waste of energy? Is
Bitcoin for criminals? Who controls Bitcoin, and can they change it if they please?
How can Bitcoin be killed? And what to make of all the thousands of Bitcoin
knock-offs, and the many supposed applications of Bitcoin’s ‘blockchain
technology’? The Bitcoin Standard is the essential resource for a clear
understanding of the rise of the Internet’s decentralized, apolitical, free-market
alternative to national central banks.
Worldwide, 1.8 billion people earn their living in the black market. The black market
accounts for 23% of the global GDP. The vast majority of the global black market is
currently conducted in cash, but a new slate of anonymous cryptocurrencies offers to
give greater speed and security to black market transactions. Darknet marketplaces like
The Silk Road already conduct billions of dollars in transactions and growth looks likely
to continue. Outside the black market people are becoming more concerned with their
online privacy following Edward Snowden's disclosures of invasive NSA surveillance.
Bitcoin users are becoming aware that they are not truly anonymous and are turning
their attention to anonymous cryptocurrencies. With finite supplies and growing
demand, the valuation for these anonymous cryptocurrencies could skyrocket. The
future looks bright for anonymous cryptocurrencies. Anonymous Cryptocurrencies is the
first and most comprehensive book published about the emerging space of anonymous
currencies. The book starts with the global trends pushing up the valuation of these
altcoins, including the growth of the global black market, countercyclicality of the black
market and hedging ability of these currencies, and the rise of darknet marketplaces
and online gambling. The book then looks at each of the major anonymous
cryptocurrency contenders including Darkcoin (DRK), X11coin (XC), Fedoracoin (TIPS),
Dark Wallet, Zerocoin/Zerocash, Anoncoin (ANC), Neutrino (NTR), Razorcoin (RZR),
Cryptcoin (CRYPT), Safecoin (SAFE), Cloakcoin (CLOAK), Libertycoin (XLB), VeriCoin
(VRC), BlackCoin (BC), PinkCoin (PC), NavajoCoin (SUM2), VootCoin (VOOT),
CryptoNote, Monero (XMR), Bytecoin (BCN), DuckNote (XDN), Fantomcoin (FCN),
Quazarcoin (QCN), Boolberry (BBR), MonetaVerde (MCN), Aeon (AEON). The book
finishes with methods of staying anonymous while using these cryptocurrencies and an
analysis of who might win the race to become the worlds first widely-adopted
anonymous cryptocurrency. #1 bestseller in all three of its Amazon categories Listed in
Futures Magazine's "Top 10 Books for Traders This Summer" World's first documented
book to be sold on a decentralized marketplace This book was formerly titled "Black
Market Cryptocurrencies" For people wishing to purchase the book
pseudoanonymously using bitcoins, it is for sale on willmartin.com
Still looking for the perfect strategies to make money online? Still have no idea what to
do in the cryptocurrencies coin market? Do you want to know how to increase your
capital in one year from 300% up to 1000%? There is still an opportunity for you to join
this revolution and make a great investment for yourself. I can show you how. There is
no involvement with banks and other financial institutions as you are completely in
control of your funds and investments. Cryptocurrency Trading is the ultimate manual
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outs of trading
for profit. This book
unveils the secrets that will allow you to turn the cryptocurrency market into a goldmine
of profits. Here is a Preview of What You'll Learn: What a cryptocurrency is The
blockchain technology Bitcoin and altcoins Why you should invest in cryptocurrencies
The different types of cryptocurrency wallets Trading rules Powerful and effective
strategies Best cryptocurrencies to invest in 2018 Find here the main answers to the
questions million people are looking for. Tags: buy bitcoins, bitcoin price, bitcoins,
bitcoin, how to earn money in internet, books on investing for beginners, make money
machine, money management day trading, make money in internet, steps financial
freedom, blockchain for dummies, blockchain for dummies 2018, bitcoin book, bitcoin
book paperback, how to invest in cryptocurrency, bitcoin guidebook, mastering bitcoin,
cryptocurrency revolution Please note: Book is available in 2 Paperback formats- Black
and White and Full color. Choose the best for you.
Bitcoin first appeared in 2009, and it's already challenging everything we've come to
accept about money, financial institutions, and even government. The digital currency
can be nearly anonymous. And it can be traded internationally—without the fees,
government regulation, and bank oversight of paper money. But Bitcoin is still risky. Its
value fluctuates wildly. More than $400 billion of it disappeared overnight with the fall of
a single trading exchange. How is that possible? And why is it so popular? CNNMoney
reporter Jose Pagliery explains it all. He details the digital currency's mysterious origins.
He explores the dark side of Bitcoin: a world of drugs and assassins for hire. And he
examines the economic impact of this revolutionary concept through interviews with
pensive economists, wary bank regulators, and free market proponents such as Ron
Paul. Bitcoin: And the Future of Money explains how it works and why it matters. The
book is essential reading for anyone looking to understand a financial innovation that
will forever change how we think about money.
Get a handle on the digital currency revolution, and learn how to get on board The
Bitcoin Big Bang is a guide to navigating the uncharted territory of digital currency.
Written by CNBC contributor Brian Kelly, this book goes beyond Bitcoin 101 to explain
how this transformative technology is about to change the world. Digital currency is
thrown into perspective against the history of payment systems and its own evolution,
as readers are invited to explore the ways in which this technology is already changing
the way business gets done. Readers gain insight into the mechanisms behind Bitcoin,
and an expert perspective on digital currency's effect on the future of money and the
economic implications of the Bitcoin revolution. In the same way that e-mail changed
the way we transfer information, the decentralized Bitcoin network is about to
revolutionize the business world, the legal profession, and even the role of the
government. The Bitcoin Big Bang dives head first into this paradigm shift, allowing
readers to: Explore the origins of digital currency Learn the history and evolution of
payment systems Discover how the Bitcoin network is facilitating free and instant
transfer of value Understand the mining of Bitcoin, and how to invest The digital
currency revolution has implications that spread far beyond the finance industry.
Anyone who exchanges payment for goods and services is on the cusp of the next big
push in societal evolution, and only an understanding of the technology and a clear
knowledge of the systems and behaviors at play can fully prepare us for the changes to
come. The Bitcoin Big Bang is the go-to guide, helping those who use money use it
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Do you know that if you had invested $1,000 only five years ago in Bitcoin you could
have around $4,000,000 today?(yes, that's 4 million dollars!) Bitcoin is one of the
safest, freest and better way to store your money away from banks and governments.
Using it as a way to save, invest or trade; you can forget about unscrupulous third
parties, charging you anything from unfair commissions or taxes to prohibitive transfer
fees. However to take advantage of the full power and possibilities of Bitcoin, you will
need to educate yourself so the details and terminology don't overwhelm you. In this
step-by-step guide you'll learn from Mark Janniro, a true expert in the subject:- The
details on how to store and protect your bitcoins - How to buy and sell them - how to
start with mining - How do wallets work - How to trade bitcoin - And all the concepts on
how the entire system works So you can make a very informed decision if you are
planning to enter in the fascinating world of Bitcoin. If you need to move money across
borders, if you need to save for the long term, if you want to try your hand at trading:
bitcoin is your cheapest and safest choice.You can learn everything that you need to
get started in Bitcoin by reading: "The Black Book of Bitcoin", A Step-by-Step Bitcoin
Guide on Everything You Need to Know About this New Currency.Buy it now and
change your financial literacy forever.
Worldwide, 1.8 billion people earn their living in the black market. The black market
accounts for 23% of the global GDP. The vast majority of the global black market is
currently conducted in cash, but a new slate of anonymous cryptocurrencies offers to
give greater speed and security to black market transactions. Darknet marketplaces like
The Silk Road already conduct billions of dollars in transactions and growth looks likely
to continue. Outside the black market people are becoming more concerned with their
online privacy following Edward Snowden’s disclosures of invasive NSA surveillance.
Bitcoin users are becoming aware that they are not truly anonymous and are turning
their attention to anonymous cryptocurrencies. With finite supplies and growing
demand, the valuation for these anonymous cryptocurrencies could skyrocket. The
future looks bright for black market cryptocurrencies. Black Market Cryptocurrencies is
the first and most comprehensive book published about the emerging space of
anonymous currencies. The book starts with the global trends pushing up the valuation
of these altcoins, including the growth of the global black market, countercyclicality of
the black market and hedging ability of these currencies, and the rise of darknet
marketplaces and online gambling. The book then looks at each of the major
anonymous cryptocurrency contenders including Darkcoin (DRK), X11coin (XC),
Fedoracoin (TIPS), Dark Wallet, Zerocoin/Zerocash, Anoncoin (ANC), Neutrino (NTR),
Razorcoin (RZR), Cryptcoin (CRYPT), Safecoin (SAFE), Cloakcoin (CLOAK),
Libertycoin (XLB), CryptoNote, Monero (XMR), Bytecoin (BCN), DuckNote (XDN),
Fantomcoin (FCN), Quazarcoin (QCN), Boolberry (BBR), MonetaVerde (MCN), Aeon
(AEON). The book finishes with methods of staying anonymous while using these
cryptocurrencies and an analysis of who might win the race to become the worlds first
widely-adopted anonymous cryptocurrency. For people wishing to purchase the book
pseudoanonymously using bitcoins, it is for sale on willmartin.com
What''s taking the world by storm that you''re missing out on? A Bitcoin and
cryptocurrency revolution! Don''t worry, it''s not too late to get in (and make money) in
what stands to be the greatest revolution in the world of money and finance online since
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comes to getting
involved with Bitcoin and making money with cryptocurrency, I devoted my time and
energy into creating a full-color, 8.5" x 11" (manual-size) book on Bitcoin and
cryptocurrency so that you will learn all of the following and much more: * 21 GREAT
REASONS why you should get started with Bitcoin and cryptocurrency! * What is
Bitcoin, cryptocurrency, how do you get some and is cryptocurrency a good
investment? * How do Bitcoin transactions actually work? What is the flow? * How you
can make money with Bitcoin and cryptocurrency? * How do you buy, sell, send,
receive, store, trade and lend Bitcoin? * How do you convert Bitcoins to cash? * How do
you buy large amounts of Bitcoin? Where do you go? * What is a Bitcoin wallet and how
do you get one? * What is Ethereum and how do I buy it and how much of it should I
buy? * What is Ripple (XRP), how/where can I buy it and should I buy some? * What
are some security measures one can take to ensure they keep their cryptocurrencies
safe from hackers, thieves and phishing agents? * What are some great tips for
investing in cryptocurrency? * What is a Bitcoin Visa(r) debit card and how do you get
one? * What is Bitcoin trading and lending and how can they make you money? * What
about taxes, regulations and security when it comes to Bitcoin and cryptocurrency
profits, income and earnings? * How to do you get set up to start making money with
Bitcoin/cryptocurrencies. * 10 things you can do with your Bitcoin and cryptocurrency
earnings. * How to watch out for scams, Ponzi Schemes, crooked mobile apps, High
Yield Investment Programs (HYIP), and other bogus offers designed to steal your
Bitcoin! * What Bitcoin and cryptocurrency mobile apps you should install on your
phone to help manage your cryptocurrency activities. What''s more, I have a huge
website resource directory in the back of the book that takes you to websites about
Bitcoin ATMs, blockchain transaction websites, Bitcoin blogs/news/magazine websites,
Bitcoin calculators, Bitcoin events websites, Bitcoin exchanges, Bitcoin insurance
companies, Bitcoin IRA account website services, Bitcoin lending, Bitcoin mining tools
and pools, Bitcoin podcast shows, Bitcoin payment processing services, Bitcoin
scam/scheme reviews, Bitcoin trading/bots, Bitcoin VISA(r) Debit Card issuing, and
Bitcoin wallets (Cold, Hot, Hardware, Software). You won''t find another book on Bitcoin
and cryptocurrencies like this one. I cover so much inside this one book that you will
absolutely be enlightened, impressed, informed and ultra-happy with your purchase.
This book is FULL COLOR on the inside, unlike other black and white (only) text books
on Bitcoin. Bitcoin brings about a "gold rush" mental image, hence, I wanted those
images to be portrayed properly = IN COLOR! I designed the book to be large (8.5" x
11") and read like a beautiful full-color magazine. Easy on the eyes. Easy to read. Easy
to digest (all the Bitcoin-related/technical information) you NEED to learn. I actually use
this book in trainings I give on Bitcoin and getting involved with Bitcoin and
cryptocurrency. It is so helpful to groups and companies who need to teach their clients,
friends and associates about Bitcoin and cryptocurrency. You need no other book to
train your group/people. Contact me with questions if you have them. I can be found at
www.MyTrainingCenter.com. This book makes a great gift!
Chinese edition of The black swan: the impact of the highly improbable. The author
examines the highly improbable events that have massive impacts. An enlightening
book that will change the way we think about the world. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
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this book is for you. Also,
it's a great gift for your friends! This book contains 32 funny and surprising stories of real
people and their experiences with Bitcoin! Some stories are based on risk takers, the brave
and bold investors that will motivate you to get started on Bitcoins. Some stories are
precautionary and will give you a heads up on things to look out for and things to avoid. Others
are sad stories that will teach you a thing or two about safety online or offline. These stories
are entertaining, educative and motivational. They are true-life experiences of Bitcoin users
across the world. Enjoy reading and make a great gift to your friends! > This Bitcoin Book
Available in 3 Editions: Kindle Edition - SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICING $2.99! Regularly
priced: $4.99 Paperback (Full Color Edition) - $19.99 Regularly priced: $28.99 Paperback
(Black and White Edition) - $15.99 Regularly priced: $20.99 Select the appropriate format you.
Just Click on "Buy now with 1-Click" Satisfaction is 100% GUARANTEED! Today Only for
$19.99 $12.99. Scroll Up and Start Enjoying This Amazing Deal Instantly. (c) 2017 All Rights
Reserved . . . . Tags: bitcoin mining, crypto currency, ethereum mining, Ethereum, buy bitcoin,
ethereum miner, bitcoin book, ethereum coin, ethereum book, bitcoin guidebook, bitcoin 2017,
buy bitcoins, how to buy bitcoin, bitcoin mining case, mining bitcoin, bitcoin gold, ethereum
investing, understanding bitcoin, bitcoin ebook, crypto currency trading, asics bitcoin miner,
crypto terrestrials, ethereum currency, bitcoin trezor, how to bitcoin, bitcoin investing, bitcoin
befuddled, bitcoin blockchain, blockchain bitcoin, bitcoin textbook, crypto success, bitcoin
miner book, ethereum mining book, bitcoin mining book, bitcoin, crypto currencies, crypto
investing, bitcoin for dummies, ethereum kindle, bitcoin products, crypto squad, bitcoin mining
2017, bitcoin trading, bitcoin basics, bitcoin buy, bitcoin brilliance, crypto trading, bitcoin
technology, bitcoin 2016, banking on bitcoin, bitcoin exchange, bitcoin and cryptocurrency
technologies, getting bitcoin, bitcoin beginner
Ready for a change in black economics? Join the Bitcoin revolution. Bitcoin and Black America
is a dynamic new book that explores the synergy between black economics, Bitcoin and
blockchain technology. The global financial system is changing and the digital revolution will
not be televised.We explore how to incorporate cryptocurrency in your business, job and
educational institution. This book also outlines the need for separation from the racist banking
system and a comprehensive list of black professionals actively working in the Blockchain
industry.
This book covers Bitcoin's blocksize war, which was waged from August 2015 to November
2017. On the surface the battle was about the amount of data allowed in each Bitcoin block,
however it exposed much deeper issues, such as who controls Bitcoin's protocol rules. It is not
possible to cover every twist and turn in the labyrinthine conflict or all the arguments, but I have
provided a chronology of the most significant events. This book explores some of the major
characters in the conflict and includes coverage, from both the front lines and behind the
scenes, during some of the most acute phases of the struggle. The account in this book
includes discussions with the key players from both sides during the war, exploring their
motivations, strategy and thought processes as the exhausting campaign progressed and
developed.
THE CRYPTO GOLD RUSH IS ONLY JUST BEGINNING... Blockchain technology and the
cryptocurrencies it enables are being described by some people as the biggest thing since the
internet, but very few people understand it, or the opportunities it brings. Enter this down-toearth guide to understanding what cryptocurrencies are, why it matters, and how to make
money from them. This book is for everyone who has heard of bitcoin and cryptocurrencies,
wants to learn more - and make money on the back of it. Believe it or not, if you bought $1,000
of Bitcoin in 2010, you would now be worth over $220m! This has left the public stunned.
People around the world are asking "What on earth is a crypto?", "Should I buy some
Bitcoin?", "How do I even buy some cryptocurrencies?", "Isn't this just one big bubble?" and
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cryptocurrencies. He runs The Realistic Trader, home to the world's best crypto investing
course for beginners with a community of followers from around the globe. He created this
book to lift up the crypto bonnet in order to reveal, explain and illustrate everything you really
need to know about this fascinating market. You'll learn: · What all this Crypto stuff is · Why it
exists · Where this industry is going in the future · How it will positively change your life · The
pitfalls and errors every newbie makes · And importantly, how to safely play in this market if
you so wish to have a dabble with some risk capital! This book does all that without boring you
with mathematics and 'Geek Speak'. CRYPTOCURRENCIES ARE THE BIGGEST
OPPORTUNITY OF YOUR LIFETIME "The future of money is digital currency." "Bitcoin is a
technological tour de force." Bill Gates, Founder of Microsoft
The Crypto Coloring Book by Bitcoin Ethereum Litecoin (named after his father) The Crypto
Coloring Book is your one-stop, fully decentralized coloring book full of badass black-n-white
huge-sized coloring pages with all kinds of cool images and logos you can color to show the
world you are basically smarter than they are. While your Blockfolio account is mooning, you'll
be quietly coloring away, and when it's lambo time, and all your greasebag friends and
naysaying a-holes (you know, the ones who said you were stupid and just buying nerd money
with no real value only meant for criminals and drug dealers (Jamie Dimon, we're talking to
you)) are begging you for a handout, you'll be able to rip out a coloring page, write the words
"Go -uck yourself" on the back, and mail it to them. So while you're HODLing, watching Bitcoin
and your alts rip a new a-hole in the fabric of space-time, let out your stress with some coloring
fun! #Bitcoin #Ethereum #Ravencoin #Ripple #Lumens #moonshot #Omisego #BTC #ETH
#RVN #XRP #XLM #OMG #Cryptocurrency #lambo
Lack of knowledge is no longer an excuse - there's no time like the present for becoming a
crypto investor. What if we told you that one book could contain an entire education in crypto
investing topics? Whether you're an uninitiated newbie or an established veteran, this book
exists to help you get a profitable start as a new crypto investor. The committed reader will go
on an educational journey that starts in the world of conventional finance before crossing the
crypto bridge to go deep on crypto assets, decentralized finance, NFTs, and security token
offerings. This book is your one-stop shop on building a deadly working knowledge of the
crypto markets and our ideas on how to play them profitably. It's time for the wall of technical
smoke and mirrors around crypto to come down, and this book represents an experienced
technical team sharing its hard-won knowledge as accessible as possible. You don't need to
be a math genius to trade crypto successfully. But you do need a strong base of knowledge to
work from. This book is your foundation.
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